EXHIBITION SCHEDULE
SEPTEMBER 1999 TO JULY 2000

**SEPTEMBER 18 – OCTOBER 16, 1999**
- RON WEIS, Paintings
- DARRYL DELVECCHIO, Paintings
- MANUEL HUGHES, Paintings
- SUE DEVALL, Photographs
- KUAN CHANG, Paintings
- ROMAIN ERKILETLIAN, Paintings

**OCTOBER 23 – NOVEMBER 27, 1999**
- PAT HOWARD, Paintings
- ROBERT ROHM, Sculpture
- DANIEL DOUGE, Paintings
- LEONARD DUFRESNE, Paintings
- DAVID JOKINEN, Constructions
- LUCIAN MIHAESTEANU, Paintings

**DECEMBER 4 – JANUARY 8, 2000**
- NAOKI IWAKAWA, Constructions
- PAVEL OPOCENSKY, Sculpture
- DAVID MIRETSKY, Paintings
- DENNIS O'KAIR, Photographs
- ROBERTO MENCIAI, Constructions
- ETHEL POINDEXTER, Sculpture

**JANUARY 15 – FEBRUARY 12, 2000**
- LARRY KAGAN, Wire Sculpture
- ERIC JEAN-MARIE, Sculpture
- DON CELENDE, Surveys
- GRETA PRATT, Photographs
- DARRELL NETTLES, Paintings on Paper
- JOHN FAWCETT, mixed media on paper

**FEBRUARY 19 – MARCH 18, 2000**
- DOUGLAS BOND, Paintings
- DAVID JENSZ, Sculpture
- HIROYUKI HAMADA, Wall Reliefs
- STEVEN SIEGEL, Photographs
- BART ELSBACH, Paintings/Drawings
- MOSES HOSKING, Collages

**MARCH 25 – APRIL 22, 2000**
- ANDY PIEDILATO, Paintings
- JOHN SALT, Paintings
- MARYLYNN GELFMAN, Sculpture
- WILLIAM SUTTLE, Photographs
- ELLEN STAVITSKY, Drawings
- SHIMON OSHTEYN, Drawings

**APRIL 29 – MAY 27, 2000**
- DANIEL CHARD, Paintings
- FRANCA GHITTI, Sculpture
- STEPHEN FOX, Paintings
- ROY COLMER, Photographs
- ROBERT BERLIN, Plaques
- ROBERT BRAWLEY, Paintings

**JUNE 3 – JULY 28, 2000**
- PAVEL KRAUS, Sculpture
- IK-SONG JIN, Sculpture
- KEN GRAVES & EVA LIPMAN, Photographs
- WARREN OWENS, Collages
- PEDRO CUNI BRAVO, Paintings

* Dates listed in bold type are the opening Saturdays; the informal opening is all day from 10am to 6pm, and the exhibiting artists are generally present from 3-5 pm.
* Gallery hours are 10-6, Tuesday through Saturday except July when the gallery is open 12-5 Tuesday through Friday.
* O.K. Harris is located in the SoHo district of Manhattan, at 333 West Broadway between Spring and Broome Streets.

* GALLERY CLOSED DEC 25TH – JAN 1ST and July 29th – September 4th
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE 2000-2001

September 16-October 7, 2000
Ben Matthews, paintings
Bill Fisher, paintings
Mary Mazziotti, paintings
Dana Salvo, photographs
Phil Goldstein, paintings
Daniel Fiorda, sculpture

October 14-November 11
Tino Zago, paintings
John Kiki, paintings
James Del Grosso, paintings
Gail Raab, collages
"Go Figure" Gallery Group Exhibition

November 18-December 9
Richard Anuszkiewicz, sculpture
Keith Long, sculpture
John Baeder, paintings
John Ranard, photographs
Stephen Lane, paintings
Scott Redden, paintings

December 16-January 13, 2001
Shimon Okshteyn, drawings
Judy Richardson, sculpture
John Geyer, paintings
Tom Chambers, photographs
Suzanne Ulrich, collages

January 20-February 17, 2001
Robert Anderson, paintings
Sook Jin Jo, sculpture
Don Celender, Conceptual Document
Mark Abrahamson, photographs
Jö Sandman, photographs

February 24-March 24
William Nichols, paintings
Robert Van Vranken, paintings
Akiko Mashima, reliefs
Dai Nakamura, photographs
Tim Olson, constructions
Alan Dworkowitz, drawings

March 31-April 28
Larry Kagan, sculpture
Robert Bechtle, paintings
Greg Constantine, paintings
Robert Bechtle, watercolors
Carson Fox, reliefs

May 5-June 2
Steven Möntgomery, sculpture
Clyde Lynds, sculpture
Peter Saari, relief sculptures
Richard Miller, photographs
Johannes Muller-Franken, painting
Bruce Price, paintings

June 9-July 28
Peter Colen, paintings
Paul Greenberg, photographs
Pat Moran, paintings
Gallery Group Exhibition
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE: September 2001-July 2002

**September 15-October 20, 2001**
- Darryl Delvecchio - Sculpture & Drawing
- Cora Roth - Paintings
- Hiroyuki Hamada - Paintings
- Maryellen Sinclair - works in fabric/thread
- Beverly Shpiko - Paintings

**October 27-December 1**
- Allen Harrison - Paintings
- Andrew Piedilato - Paintings
- Herb Stratford - Sculpture
- Un Ju Lee - Sculptural Wall Reliefs
- Cara Wood - Paintings

**December 8-January 19, 2002**
- Ben Matthews - Paintings
- Daniel Lee - Photographs
- Don Celender - Surveys
- Steven Siegel - Photographs
- Burleigh Kronquist - Paintings

**January 26-March 1**
- Curt Barnes - Relief Paintings
- Bill Fisher - Paintings
- David Miretsky - Paintings
- Pedro Cuni Bravo - Paintings
- Otho Branson - Paintings

**March 9-April 13, 2002**
- David Giese - Mixed Media Reliefs
- Robert Rohm - Sculpture
- Richard Taylor - Reliefs
- Mark Perrott - Photographs
- Mark Heyer - Paintings

**April 20-May 25**
- Jack Mendenhall - Paintings
- Gregory Perkel - Constructions
- Rod Penner - Paintings
- George Ciardi - Photographs
- Thomas Pfanerstill - Reliefs

**June 1-July 20**
- "September Re-exhibited: Part 1"
- Darryl Delvecchio
- Cora Roth
- Hiroyuki Hamada
- Maryellen Sinclair: Part 11
- Beverly Shpiko
- "Material Issues Revisited"
- Andrew Piedilato
- Gregory Perkel
- Bill Fisher
- Robert Rohm
- Curt Barnes
- "Re-assembled"
- Gail Raab
- Suzanne Ulrich
- Moses Hoskins
- Warren Owens
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE
SEPTEMBER 2002 to JULY 2003

SEPTEMBER 14 – OCTOBER 19, 2002
JOSEPH RICHARDS, paintings
ROBERT ANDERSON, paintings
LANCE RICHBOURG, paintings
WAYNE ONYSHKO, photographs
SOOK-JIN JO, collages

OCTOBER 26 – NOVEMBER 27, 2002
TED WELLER, paintings
MASAAKI SATO, paintings
Y. J. CHO, paintings
MICHAEL PUTNAM, photographs
KOHEI AYA, reliefs

DECEMBER 7 – JANUARY 11, 2003
ARSEN ROJE, paintings
LAUREN BERGMAN, paintings
MARILYN GELFMAN, sculpture
JAY SHOOTS, photographs
RON WEIS - paintings

JANUARY 18 – FEBRUARY 22, 2003
LUKE POWELL, photographs
ANDREW PIEDILATO, paintings
ELAINE SPATZ-RABINOWITZ, paintings
SUSAN RANEY, PHOTOGRAPHS
BART ELSBACH, PAINTINGS

MARCH 1 – APRIL 5, 2003
ROBERT GINDER, paintings
SHIMON OKSHTEYN, drawings
DANIEL DOUKE, paintings
LEWIS KOCH, photographs
SUZANNE ULRICH, collages

APRIL 12 – MAY 24, 2003
RANDY DUDLEY, paintings
MURIEL CASTANIS, sculpture
TINO ZAGO, paintings
LILYAN ALOMA, photographs
LUIS PERELMAN, reliefs

MAY 31 - JULY 18, 2003
“SUBJECT: OBJECT” —GROUP EXHIBITION

*Gallery is closed from December 25th to January 1, 2003
Dates listed in bold type are the opening Saturdays.
The informal opening is all day from 10am to 6pm, and the exhibiting artists are generally present from 3-5 pm.
Gallery hours are 10-6, Tuesday through Saturday except July when the gallery is open 12-5 Tuesday through Friday.
O.K. Harris is located in the Soho district of Manhattan, at 383 West Broadway between Spring and Broome Streets.
ALAN ADAMS
KOHEI AYA
ROLAND BALADI
DOUGLAS BOND
STEPHANIE BRODY-LEDNERMAN
THOMAS S. BUECHNER
MARK CALDERON
GREG CONSTANTINE
JAMES DEL GROSSO
DANIEL DOUKE
LYNN DREESE BRESLIN
BRIAN GEARY
JOHN Geyer
LARRY GIANETTINO
RALPH GOINGS
PHIL GOLDSTEIN
FRANCESCA GREENE
VLADIMIR GRIGOROVICH
JOAN GRUBIN
ALAN HERMAN
LARRY KAGAN
BARRY KIPERMAN
HAI KNAFO
ROBERT KOGGE
INAKI LAZKOZ
SUSAN LEOPOLD
MARILYN LEVINE
STEVEN MONTGOMERY
JOEL MOSKOWITZ
SHIMON OKSHTEYN
CLAES OLDENBURG
TOM PFANNERSTILL
JOSEPH RICHARDS
JAY SHOOTS
MARYELLEN SINCLAIR
ZARKO STEFANCIC
ELYSE TAYLOR
ANITA THACHER
MARILYN TURTZ
RON WEIS
TED WELLER
CARA WOOD
MAXINE YALOVITZ - BLANKENSHIP
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE
SEPTEMBER 2003 to JULY 2004

September 13 – October 18, 2003
FRED SCRUTON, photographs
DANIEL CHARD, paintings
TIM PRYTHERO, constructions
JAMES VAN PATTEN, paintings
ROBYN WOHL, paintings

October 25 – November 29, 2003*
KEUNG SZETO, paintings
BEN MATTHEWS, paintings
JOHN BAEDER, paintings
SYLVIA HYMAN, ceramic sculpture
MARGI WEIR, painting constructions

December 6 – January 17, 2004 **
KEITH LONG, relief sculpture
ADELA LEIBOWITZ, paintings
JAMES DEL GROSSO, paintings
DON CELENDER, surveys
RICHARD HOSCHLER, wall assemblages

January 24 – February 28, 2004
STEVEN MONTGOMERY, ceramic sculpture
DAVID JENZS, sculpture
TOKUO NOGUCHI, paper constructions
NALIJUN ZHANG, paintings
LAUREN ANNE HORELICK, drawings

March 6 – April 10, 2004
AKIKO MASHIMA, reliefs
LARRY KAGAN, sculpture
ROBERT VAN VRANKEN, paintings
JOHN LUCAS, photographs
RICK ARALUCE, constructions

April 17 – May 29, 2004
LEONARD KOSCIANSKI, paintings
BILL FISHER, paintings
ZARKO STEFANIC, paintings
JOSEPH LAWTON, photographs
CARA WOOD-GINDER, paintings

June 5 – July 16, 2004
Review of the Season

*Gallery is closed from November 26th to November 28, 2003
**Gallery is closed from December 24th to January 1, 2004
Dates listed in bold type are the opening Saturdays.
The informal opening is all day from 10am to 6pm, and the exhibiting artists are generally present from 3-5 pm.
Gallery hours are 10-6, Tuesday through Saturday except July when the gallery is open 12-5 Tuesday through Friday.
O.K. Harris is located in the Soho district of Manhattan, at 383 West Broadway between Spring and Broome Streets.
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE
SEPTEMBER 2004 to JULY 2005

SEPTEMBER 10 – OCTOBER 16, 2004
LAUREN BERGMAN, paintings
STEPHEN CLARK, paintings
STEPHANIE BRODY-LEDERMAN, paintings
JEREMY ZILAR, photographs
GAIL RAAB, collages

MARCH 5 – APRIL 9, 2005
STEPHEN FOX, paintings
GARY BOWER, paintings
PHILIP PAVIA, sculpture
PETER MONROE, photographs
LAURA EVANS, constructions

OCTOBER 23 – NOVEMBER 27, 2004
ANDREW PIEDILATO, paintings
FRANCA GHITTI, sculpture
ROD PENNER, paintings
JESSICA HAFFORD, paintings
ANN LEDY, drawings

APRIL 16 – MAY 21, 2005
DAVID GIESE, reliefs
WILLIAM NICHOLS, paintings
UNJU LEE, reliefs
PETER MYMA, photographs
BURLEIGH KRONQUIST, collages
MARI LYNN GELFMAN, photographs

DECEMBER 4 – JANUARY 15, 2005
TOM YGLESIAS, photographs
SOOK JIN JO, sculpture
ANNETTE MORRIS, paintings
SILVIA FUSTER, photographs
NEIL MAC CORMICK, paintings

JUNE 4 - JULY 15, 2005
EARL BRONSTEIN, installation
ROB HARPER, paintings
DON CELENDE, In Memoriam,
Retrospective Of Conceptual Documentation:
1973-2003
Summer Invitational:
Ken Alliston, Tom Brady, Sue Contessa,
Morgan Craig, Sarah Ferguson, Harry Leigh,
Jean-Marie Martin, David Maurice, Michael Shemchuk,
Louise P. Sloane, Dan Wurtzel, Athos Zacharias

JANUARY 22 – FEBRUARY 26, 2005
MARY MAZZIOTTI, paintings
MASAO GOZU, sculpture
JOHN DAVIS, paintings
BEN MATTHEWS, drawings
ROBERTO MENCHIARI, RELIEFS
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE,
SEPTEMBER 2005 to JULY 2006

*SEPTEMBER 17 – OCTOBER 15, 2005
  DANIEL LEE - Photographs
  ROBERT ROHM - Sculpture
  DAVID MIRETSKY - Paintings
  KAZUO SUMIDA - Photographs
  ANTONIO BANUELOS - Paintings

OCTOBER 22 – NOVEMBER 26, 2005 (closed: 11/24-25)
  RANDY DUDLEY - Paintings
  TIMOTHY MCCLELLAN - Paintings
  PETER SAARI - Sculpture
  TOM CHAMBERS - Photographs
  ANTHONY SORCE - Paintings

**DECEMBER 3 – JANUARY 7, 2006 (closed: 12/24- 1/2)
  MARY NEUMUTH MITO - Paintings
  BYOUNG OK MIN - Paintings
  JAMES SEAWRIGHT - Kinetic Sculpture
  DUDA - Photographs
  KUAN CHANG - Paintings

JANUARY 14 – FEBRUARY 11, 2006
  JOMOTYKA - Paintings
  RICHARD FRIEDBERG - Sculpture
  MOSES HOSKINS - Collages
  LILYAN ALOMA - Photographs
  ELLEN STAVITSKY - Paintings

FEBRUARY 18 – MARCH 18, 2006
  CORA ROTH - Paintings
  STEVE TOBIN - Sculpture
  KEN MORGAN - Paintings & Drawings
  GABRIELLE SENZA - Drawings
  ELAINE SPATZ-RABINOWITZ - Paintings

MARCH 25 – APRIL 22, 2006
  DAVID KESSLER - Paintings on metal
  KEITH LONG - Sculpture
  MARYLYNN GELFMAN - Sculpture
  JOAN LIFTIN - Photographs
  ROBERT STICKLOON - Paintings

APRIL 29 – May 27, 2006
  JOHN KIKI - Paintings
  BILL FISHER - Paintings
  JACK MENDEHNALL - Paintings
  MARK PERROTT - Photographs
  SUZANNE ULRICH - Collages

JUNE 3 – JULY 14, 2006
  DAVID STRAVITZ - Photographs
  ROWELL BOWLES - Paintings
  DAVID BRICKMAN - Photographs
  DAVID KESSLER - Paintings
  JOHN LUCAS - Photographs

**Gallery is closed from December 24th to January 2, 2006
Dates listed in bold type are the opening Saturdays.
The informal openings are all day from 10am to 6pm, and the exhibiting artists are generally present from 3-5 pm.
Gallery hours are 10-6, Tuesday through Saturday except July when the gallery is open 12-5 Tuesday through Friday.
O.K. Harris is located in the Soho district of Manhattan, at 383 West Broadway between Spring and Broome Streets.
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE,
SEPTEMBER 2006 to JULY 2007

SEPTEMBER 16 – OCTOBER 14, 2006
TINO ZAGO - Paintings
STEPHEN CLARK - Paintings
LANCE RICHBORG - Paintings
STEVEN SIEGEL – Photographs
ROBERT KOGGE – Paintings

PAVEL KRAUS - Sculpture
GREGORY PERKEL – Paintings
STEPHANIE BRODY-LEDERMAN - Paintings
DAVE SECCOMBE - Photographs
RICK ARAULCE – Constructions

*DECEMBER 2 – JANUARY 6, 2006 (closed: 12/25- 1/1)
MASAAKI SATO – Paintings
LAUREN BERGMAN – Paintings
ERNEST TROVA – Paintings & Sculpture
TIM LIDDY - Paintings
OTHO BRANSON - Paintings

JANUARY 13 – FEBRUARY 10, 2007
RICHARD WETZEL – Sculptural Reliefs
JOAN ROBEY – Sculpture
DAN DOUKE – Paintings
ANDERS GOLDFARB – Photographs
CARA WOOD GINDER – Paintings

FEBRUARY 17–MARCH 17, 2007
RICHARD TAYLOR – Sculptural Relief Paintings
AVITAL OZ – Paintings
JANET ORSELLI - Sculpture
RICHARD HOSCHLER – Reliefs
GAIL RAAB - Collages

MARCH 24 – APRIL 21, 2007
LEONARD KOSCIANSKI - Paintings
SUSAN FERRARI-ROWLEY - Sculpture
ROBERT GINDER – Paintings
PETER MYMA - Photographs
TJALF SPARNAAY - Paintings

APRIL 28 – May 26, 2007
MICHAEL SHEMCHUK - Paintings
STEVEN MONTGOMERY – Ceramic Sculpture
MYUNG-KEUN KON - Paintings
BUILDER LEVY - Photographs
JOANNE MATTERA - Paintings

JUNE 2 – JULY 13, 2007
Summer Invitational
John Thomas-paintings
Moses Hoskins-paintings
James Herbert-paintings
Vladimir Grigorovich-Paintings
Mary Mazzotti-paintings
Richard Hanson-Paintings
Jill O’Bryan-paintings
Byoung Ok Min-paintings
Stephen Taylor-paintings
Steven Montgomery-ceramic sculpture
Robert Mielichen-paintings
Stan Wiedspan-paintings
Builder Levy-photographs
George Blakely-Installation
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE
SEPTEMBER 2007 to JULY 2008

SEPTEMBER 15 – OCTOBER 13, 2007
TED WELLER, paintings
ROBERT ANDERSON, paintings
DENNIS O’BRIEN, lamps from found objects
FRED SCRUTON, photographs
JEAN PIERRE SEGUIN, beaded portraits

OCTOBER 20 – NOVEMBER 24, 2007
STEPHEN LANE, paintings
LARRY KAGAN, sculpture
DENNIS O’KAIN, photographs
LEONARD DUFRESNE, paintings
CRAIG BARRACK, pastel drawings

DECEMBER 1 – JANUARY 5, 2008
DAVID GIESE, reliefs
EDWARD LENTSCH, paintings
RON WEIS, paintings
BART ELSBACH, paintings
TOM PFANNERSTILL, reliefs

JANUARY 12 – FEBRUARY 9, 2008
ALLEN HARRISON, paintings
Gallery Group Exhibition
DREW GOINGS, paintings
DANIEL FIORDA, sculpture
TED LARSON, relief constructions

FEBRUARY 16 – MARCH 15, 2008
JAMES DEL GROSSO, paintings
FRANCA GHITTI, sculpture
AMY MARX, paintings
SUSAN RUNEY, photographs
AKIKO MASHIMA, constructions

MARCH 22 – APRIL 19, 2008
JAMES FLORSCHUTZ, floor sculptures and wall reliefs
KES ZAPKUS, paintings
ROD PENNER, paintings
KEN NADLE, photographs
ELLEN STAVITSKY, paintings

APRIL 16 – MAY 21, 2008
WOODS DAVY, sculpture
MARILYN ELFMAN, collectable clocks
JOHN BAEDER, paintings
TIM PRYHERO, constructions
NEIL MACHMORC-M-Paintings

MAY 31-JULY 11; SEPTEMBER 2-6, 2008
No Chromophobia-An Exhibition of Non Objective Paintings; curated by Richard Witter
(see attached sheet for artists in exhibition)
No Chromophobia

An Exhibition of Non Objective Color Paintings

MAY 31 – JULY 11; SEPTEMBER 2 - 6, 2008
(Opening Reception on Tuesday June 3rd from 5-7 pm)

OK Harris Works of Art
383 West Broadway New York, NY 10012
212.431.3600 www.okharris.com

OK Harris Works of Art is pleased to present No Chromophobia an exhibition of non objective color paintings by thirty-three painters. No Chromophobia highlights the individuality of practitioners of color-based abstraction while revealing shared concerns and assumptions that connect this wide-ranging group of mid-career painters. The exhibition presents an opportunity to reevaluate an important niche within American abstract painting.

Carla Aurich   Pat Lipsky   Rebecca Salter
Diane Ayott   Joanne Mattera   Susan Schwalb
Kate Beck   Lynn McCarty   Yuko Shiraishi
Siri Berg   Joan Mellon   Louise P. Sloane
Sharon Brant   Margaret Neill   Linda Stillman
Cathleen Daley   Mary Obering   Rella Stuart-Hunt
Julie Gross   Doug Ohlson   Soonae Tark
Molly Heron   Rose Olson   Li Trincere
Kazuko Inoue   Paula Overbay   Suzanne Ulrich
Marthe Keller   Susan Post   Jean Wolff
Joanne Klein   Cora Roth   Tamar Zinn

Diane Ayott courtesy of Kathryn Markel Fine Art    Kazuko Inoue courtesy of Allan Stone Gallery
Lynn McCarty courtesy of Nancy Hoffman Gallery    Margaret Neill courtesy of Cheryl Feliciano Gallery
Rebecca Salter courtesy of Howard Scott Gallery    Yuko Shiraishi courtesy of Nancy Hoffman Gallery
Tamar Zinn courtesy of Kathryn Markel Gallery    Susan Schwalb courtesy of Galerie Mourlot

Gallery Hours: Tuesday - Saturday 10am to 6pm    July: Tuesday - Friday 12 noon to 5pm
Gallery closed July 12th - September 1st; reopens September 2nd 10am
EXHIBITION SCHEDULE
SEPTEMBER 2008 to JULY 2009

SEPTEMBER 13 – OCTOBER 11, 2008
DAVID BUCKINGHAM, sculptural reliefs
KEITH LONG, sculpture
DANIEL CHARD, paintings
ZARKO STEFANCIC, paintings
BURLEIGH KRONQUIST, collages

OCTOBER 18 – NOVEMBER 15, 2008
TOM STOCKER, paintings
KEUNG SZETO, paintings
RICHARD MCLEAN, paintings
PEDRO CUNI BRAVO, paintings
RICK ARALUCE, constructions

NOVEMBER 22 – JANUARY 3, 2009
JAMES VAN PATTEN, paintings
CESTMIR SUSKA, sculpture
ALAN WOLFSON, dioramas
STANISLAW ZOLADZ, watercolors
M.G. SHAPIRO, band-aid collages

JANUARY 10 – FEBRUARY 7, 2009
JOHN THOMAS, paintings
DAVID KESSLER, paintings
STAN WIEDERSSPAN, paintings
LILYAN ALOMA, photographs
DOUG NAVARRA, drawings

FEBRUARY 14 – MARCH 14, 2009
JON MACADAM, paintings
MIMMO ROSELLI, sculpture
GERRY KEON, reliefs
ANTHONY SORCE, paintings
STEEN LARSEN, photographs

MARCH 21 – APRIL 18, 2009
MASAO GOZU, sculpture
DANIEL LEE, photographs
BEN MATTHEWS, paintings
HERB STRATFORD, constructions
MARLENE VINE, drawings

APRIL 25 – MAY 23, 2009
MARC ARONSON, paintings
ROBERT ROHM, sculpture
PETER SAARI, reliefs
FRED SCRUTON, photographs
TRACY LINDER-wall reliefs

MAY 30 – JULY 17, 2009
ELKE ALBRECHT- drawings
Gallery Group Exhibition